Database Migration
Testing with iCEDQ
The migration of old database to new is one of the biggestchallenges
during implementation. Achieve Data migrationto new database in
shorter time span with higher successrates using iCEDQ database
Migration testing platform.
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Database Migration Testing
What is iCEDQ?

iCEDQ is a purpose built database migration test automation platform for Database Migration,
Conversion and ETL Testing. It quickly identifies errors in the database migration process and
marks for remediation.

Database Migration Challenge
Many enterprises that are migrating from conventional databases such as
Oracle, Sybase and SQL server to Netezza or HP Vertica enjoy performance
and scalability advantages of the new architecture. However, once the
migration process begins, clients face major challenges in testing the data.

1. Data Migration: There are a number of data integration tools available for data migration & ETL.
Old Database
Oracle
SQL Server
DB2
Sybase...

Data Integration Tools

New Database

Pentaho, Attunity,
WebAction, DBMoto,
Informatica, Syncsort,
Apatar, Elixir, InfoSphere,
GoldenGate, StreamBase,
Talend…

Data Testing & Reconciliation

The missing
component

2. Database Migration Testing: iCEDQ is the only platform available for performing data test automation to
verify the ETL and Migration processes are accurate and ready for production.

Lack of test automation and data reconciliation between old and new systems can create increased risk and
difficulty in assessing project status. Today, most of the data testing tasks are performed manually or
through the use of custom scripts. To address these and other migration project challenges, we offer the
iCEDQ data testing platform along with our Data Development Life Cycle methodology.

Database Migration Testing
Database Migration Tests
1
Data Structure comparison
between the old database and
New Database.
Generally, the first step in data
migration involves re-creation of
the data model in the new
database.
But how do we make sure that
the new structures are
compatible with the old
database model?

Schema/ Structure Comparison
iCEDQ compares data structures across the current database (e.g. SQL
Server) and the new Database instance.
 Compares table and column names between the two
systems
 Compares the view names and structures between two
systems
 Verifies the data types for all the columns are matching
 Validates the procedure and function names between the
two systems

2
Initialization of old database with
new database.

Data Completeness Tests – Reconciliation

The newly installed database has
to be populated with data from the
current system to ensure the data
is in sync before the ETL process
starts

Validate the entire data set from the current RDBMS (source) has been
successfully migrated to the new (target), by reconciling 100% of the
data is present in the tables.

How do we validate that both
databases are in sync?
3
Ongoing data population in New
Data
The ETL processes are loading the
new database in parallel with the
old database.
How do you reconcile the full
volume of data?

Data Integrity Tests – Validations
Verify that migration of the data from current RDBMS to new database
has not broken any data integrity rules. Also, perform foreign key
validations, null value tests, format checks and much more.

Database Migration Testing
Ensure that Database Migration was a Success!
Rules Engine
A purpose built audit rules engine performs comparisons and validations across
databases, files and other data sources.

Collaboration







No Custom Code
Perform comparison across databases
Scalable to millions of rows
Send alerts
Schedule tests

A web based GUI that allows global teams to use iCEDQ from any
geographic location, along with a central repository to store all rule
information and metadata. Audit rules and results can be shared across
teams quickly.

Connectivity
iCEDQ connects to any standard database server (SQL Server, Oracle, DB2
and many more…), flat files (Fixed Width/ Delimited) and cloud databases such
as Redshift. Coming soon, iCEDQ will offer adapters to XML, EBCDIC, EDI Files
and SAP Systems.

Management Reporting
The data exception report which is generated by the rules engine, is a
unique template that helps any type of user to understand the data issues
quickly. Moreover, business users and managers can use prebuilt
management reports or create custom reports against the iCEDQ
repository for advance reporting.
CONCLUSION:
 Increase Test Coverage & Reduce Project Risk
 Faster Project Delivery with Automated Testing

Our Services
Product Jumpstart

Data Migration Services

Managed Data Testing Services

The iCEDQ JumpStart program will
have our experienced consultants
install, configure and provide
service-design recommendations
for each implementation.

With a team of experts that have
implemented data-centric projects
at various clients, we’re able to
provide services to successfully
migrate or convert the data to new
database.

Our Managed Data Testing as a
service enables organizations to
focus on core innovation and
development while
entrusting
iCEDQ to ensure the quality of their
data.
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